Middle age is the perfect time
to truly live
(and love) your life.
- Dr. Connie
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Once upon a time, there was a bee named Blue.
When Blue was young, there was so much she loved to do.
She loved to confidently flex her wings and fly.
She loved to read, play, sing, dance and soar through
the sky. Blue loved the way wind felt on her face as she
zipped around eagerly exploring place after place.
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Blue got older,
and life got busy.
She had so much
going on that it
made her feel dizzy.
Blue worked hard at her
job, took care of her family,
made a little time to exercise
and tried to eat healthy.
She even did what she could to spend time with friends.
All of these obligations made her feel like life was
a “to do” list with no end.
Blue invested her time and energy into making life
what she thought it was supposed to be.
Blue had a career, a nice house, a new car and a family.
Fun, relaxation and
private time took
a back seat.
After all, her
family had
to eat!
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Then, one day Blue
had an emergency.
Her tired body was
giving her a sign.
It was time for
Blue to make up
her mind.

Was she going to
spend her life being “too
busy” and getting all she
needed done?

Or, was she going to
start living by a few
new rules and
having more fun?
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Blue realized she needed more from life.
She desired an amazing experience rather than the feeling of
being an overly busy employee, mom and wife.
There was a deep need for change at her very core.
What would it take for her to enjoy
this amazing gift of life
a whole lot more?
Blue started to reflect on her life —

Why did she
give up the things
she so enjoyed
like singing,
dancing
and soaring
through the sky?
Did she do it
to afford all
she needed to buy?
Or, did she do it
because she thought
society wanted her
to comply?
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Blue knew she could continue to do
what was expected of her;
however, this approach to life felt like
a too busy, unfulfilling blur.

She could live life the way she had always done.
Blue could play it safe and never feel like she had
ever really won. Or, she could design and pursue
her desired future and dreams with gusto and glee.

Blue needed to decide
what she wanted her life
to truly be.
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Blue knew she needed to change but didn’t know
where to start. She decided the first step
was simply to follow her heart.
Her intuition was telling her to create the space
and time needed to dig deep into her soul and mind.
Blue also thought the process would be more complete
if she started to rediscover
herself with the help
of a few peeps.
Blue wanted to get a few
insights from Bonita, a monarch
butterfly, who was known for her
free spirit and ability to question the
status quo by asking, “Why?” Bonita
was a friend from the “good old days”
with whom Blue used to laugh and play.
When Blue asked
Bonita to fly with
her once more,
her response was a
resounding,
“Well, sure!”
Bonita was just as
excited as Blue to fly
more wildly again. It was
good for both of them
to reconnect with
an old friend.
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First a flap, then a flutter — as Blue took off her whole body began to
shudder. Bonita looked a little nervous too; however, the duo knew
exactly what to do. They just had to keep flying even if it seemed
a bit terrifying. After a little practice, the two friends smiled at each other
while flitting bravely through the air. They both knew that, together,
they had achieved a great dare.

Flying for fun again reminded Blue that she could still soar
through the bright beautiful sky. She realized that it was not too late
for her to choose a new direction in which to fly.

Soon it was time for the two friends to part. Blue asked Bonita for her
advice, “How do you continue to nurture your spirit and have so much
fun?” Bonita responded, “By investing in actually living my life
instead of focusing on getting a long to-do list done.”
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Blue knew Bonita was right, so she decided to make a little time
for herself every night. She would use this time to reflect on her day
and give gratitude for all she experienced along the way.
This private time would also be used to create a new personal vision
she could use to guide her evolving life mission.

Self-awareness and self-discovery are two important keys
for anyone who wants to live life as they truly want it to be.

Spending time with a good friend was a heartfelt home run,
so Blue decided to expand her fun.
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Just then Blue noticed Ernie, her good friend, tending to his garden.
Blue buzzed over to the elderly soldier beetle who was always intentionally
kind to other creatures and even people. Ernie greeted Blue with
a great big smile and asked her to stay and visit awhile.
Blue told Ernie about her new journey.
The sage beetle wondered why Blue felt like she was in such a huge hurry.
Blue responded, “I am not getting any younger and
my life feels like it is flying by —

I feel guilty about some of the decisions I have made
and am concerned that I may never discover
my purpose - my why?”
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Ernie replied,
“Perhaps your life is exactly as it should be.
You have the career you chose to pursue
and a wonderful family.
If you feel the deep need to chart a new path,
make sure to first appreciate all that you have.
Your life is the story that you keep in your mind,
so make sure you have a positive tale
about your journey and the passing of time.”
Blue agreed with Ernie.
She knew she had to imagine and experience
a more positive life journey while living with a lot less worry.
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A beautiful hum suddenly filled the air.
Flutter, a brilliantly colored
hummingbird moth
who was not shy about
pursuing her dreams,
suddenly appeared.

They were soon joined
by Billie Buzz Bee,
a Zen-seeking honey bee
who seemed to
naturally live life
like it was
one big party.
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Blue admired and trusted her friends, so she shared her woes.
She was hoping they could help her get back on her toes.
Billie thought Blue could get out of the doldrums
by having more fun.

After all, being an adult does not have to be boring.
Rather, everyone should use fun to strengthen their physical bodies
and elevate their moods so they can spend less time worrying
and more time exploring.
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Fun is the fountain of youth; it relieves stress, builds relationships
and increases creativity. A dash of fun improves every recipe.
Having fun intentionally creates more joy at work and at home.
Fun can even make you feel less alone.
Billie also suggested practicing a daily mindfulness ritual
that included time to meditate. Becoming fully present in her own life
would help her relax and really feel great!
Flutter agreed with Billie’s words of wisdom and then chimed in,

“Why are you seeking advice? How would any of us
truly know what you want to do with your life? Only you
can give yourself permission to pursue a new vision.”
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Everyone paused for a minute and realized
what Flutter had just helped them rediscover
- life is something each individual has to own.
Blue’s future could be supported by family and friends
but had to be created and owned by her alone.
Blue thanked her friends for their insights
and decided to make time
to change her midlife mindset
and transition her life.
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Blue was excited
but also nervous
and a bit frightened.
She knew it was time for her to
forge a new path and become
more enlightened.

The thought of venturing down a road less traveled,
even though she was a little more worn, helped her feel like she
could be reborn. Blue had to change her midlife mental story
to rediscover and experience life’s full glory.

Blue decided
to wildly embrace midlife.
Her new approach focused on intentionally designing a life
of abundance rather than strife. In order to make this
transformation, she created new norms and rules that
strengthened her midlife vibration.
Blue let herself vividly dream
about the possibilities and what
she wanted her life to truly be.
Blue focused on discovering
(and in some cases rediscovering)
her values, talents, treasures and
desires. She also dared herself
to take inspired actions that
fanned the flames of her
new middle of life wildfire.
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One of the most important rules Blue
had to create was total self-love as she
aged. Inside she felt like a spry, young
bee. Alas, when she looked in the mirror it was
sometimes hard to see an aging body and older
eyes. Suddenly being considered middle-aged was a
bit of a surprise!

Blue also made herself a solemn vow —
to accept herself fully in the here and the now.
After all, Blue was as young as she was ever going to be.
She chose to boldly capture her
life story by doing things
like stepping in front of the
camera (rather than always
standing behind it) with
a big smile and a loud,
cheerful, “Cheese!”
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Another rule Blue created was living life
like a total adventure. She let go of the guilt
and unnecessary pressure; instead, she
intentionally chose to experience more pleasure.

This fresh approach to midlife helped her realize
that time was not simply slipping away and
that she did not have to become invisible as she aged.

Blue’s new life included having more fun.
She played with her family, enjoyed people
at work and relished her time
with everyone.

This new adventure
included a renewed relationship
with her life partner.
They once again started to date
and added romance back onto their full,
but wonderfully amazing plates.
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She left traditional midlife norms and expectations behind her,
including the overwhelming “to do” list that once defined her.

Blue took control of her time, her body and her mind.
She read, played, sang, danced and soared through the sky.
Blue exercised daily and even began jamming out and dancing
to the tunes that made her feel young and spry.
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One of Blue’s most powerful rules was to live in gratitude.
She had an amazing family and incredible friends.
Her healthy body and sharp mind helped her savor the many
other blessings that filled her full of wonder and joy.
Blue mindfully let go of strife and instead kept her mind
focused on what was fulfilling her life.
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Blue quit asking others for advice about how to live her life
and instead trusted the power of her own voice.
Blue developed a guideline to no longer waste
time and energy worrying about the thoughts and
expectations of others; rather, she mindfully listened to
her powerful voice while painting life with
her own unique set of colors!
This rule helped Blue develop and trust her intelligence
and intuition so she could live her true intentions.
Her vibration mattered
in this new midlife
equation.
She realized
the power of her
thoughts
and words.
Blue
understood
that her
energy would be
realized by the
Universe.
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Blue took control of her time and made up her own mind.
She focused on deliberately and intentionally creating her life.
What was one tool she used to be her best?
Saying “YES!” only to the best
and “Heck NO!!” to the rest.
Blue also started
taking risks
designed to
help her grow
and mindfully
made time
to find and stay
in her flow.
Blue knew she could accomplish
all she wanted to be
while accumulating more joy
and experiences — not just things.
She let go of judgements, thoughts,
people and stereotypes
that caused her strife.
Instead, Blue
focused on mindfully doing what she
enjoyed. She started spending more time
with the people she loved, savoring joyful moments
and celebrating each experience of her life.
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She chose to get out of her rut and leave the midlife crisis
behind her. Blue realized that the best days of life were not in
the rearview mirror for her or anyone else at this life stage;
rather, the best is yet to come if she intentionally
and wildly embraced middle age.

The world is in an era of transformation where everything is
being disrupted — even aging. Deliberate creation of the future
requires new beliefs, intentions, actions, risks and rules —
all of which can become life’s precious gems and jewels.

A new midlife mindset fostered her personal transformation.
She now embraces a modern approach to midlife and aging.
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Blue discovered and now
believes that true leaders have
the ability to lead their own lives
while bringing out the best in
others. True leaders also
push boundaries to make
positive contributions to the future.
This is a concept Blue embraces
as part of her transformation
and continues to nurture.

A life of abundance while aging includes self-love as well as
people, purpose, passion and personal fulfillment all sprinkled
with a dose of fun. It also includes the realization that choosing
to lead your own life while creating your own path
is total freedom.

Blue realized she was the only one who
could truly define herself as “too old.”

Her newly acquired midlife mindset
helped her rebel against the
norms of aging that she was
constantly being sold.
She decided to dispel the myths
so she could intentionally
live full out and be bold.
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Blue knew she was free to pursue her life, passion and purpose
with gusto and glee —
all while totally enjoying the adventure —
her chosen journey.
Blue flew off toward the sunrise ready to embrace
her new adventures in midlife. As she took a deep breath and
flapped her wings, she was thinking about only one thing:

“I am wild, and I am free —
It is time to truly be me!”
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Dedicated to all
who choose to be
wild and free
(at every age)
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Meet the Incredible Bee Team! It truly takes a team of talented and dedicated
people to collectively innovate and create something new — like a fully illustrated
book for adults! We affectionately refer to our Bee Team as the group of wildly
creative makers who have come together to publish this book as well as a series
of other works. Below is a brief introduction to our amazing Bee Team!

The Illustrator

Bruce Arant

Bruce is a children’s picture book author/illustrator who has written and
illustrated two traditionally published books and has illustrated a number of
picture books for other authors within the custom publishing arena. One of
Arant’s books, Simpson’s Sheep Won’t Go to Sleep! (Peter Pauper Press,
2013), has garnered noteworthy attention, including: two 2014
Nebraska Book Awards and placement on the Nebraska 150 Book
List. A follow-up sequel, Simpson’s Sheep Just Want to Sleep!
(Peter Pauper Press, 2017), likewise received the 2018 Nebraska
Book Award in the Children’s Books Category. Prior to launching
Arant Creative Group as a full-time illustrator, author and editor,
Bruce enjoyed a career of nearly 20 years in the custom
publishing industry, where he held a variety of editorial and
creative positions. Learn more about Bruce’s work by visiting
www.arantcreative.com.

The Designer

Kim Wellsandt

Kim is the program associate for Nebraska Extension’s Co-Parenting for
Successful Kids course and provides online support to course participants in
Nebraska and partnering universities. Through innovative
ideas and graphic design, she also provides marketing &
communication support for Nebraska Extension faculty.
Kim earned her Journalism degree at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. Her creative work is enhanced by her
valued career experiences in design, marketing, printing
and publishing. If there were more days in the week, Kim
would spend them crafting, camping, and fishing -- maybe
all at the same time!
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The Authors

Dr. Connie Reimers-Hild

Dr. Connie is a futurist and leadership coach who decided to disrupt her own
midlife and pursue her desired future. Dr. Connie serves as Executive Director
(Interim) and Chief Futurist with the Rural Futures Institute at the University of
Nebraska. She is also the CEO of Wild Innovation,
a strategic foresight and futuring firm
focused on developing and coaching
leaders — especially women — through
personal and organizational innovation and
transformation. Her experience as a certified
professional coach and futurist, combined
with over twenty years of successfully helping
more than 150 companies and leaders,
provides Dr. Connie with unique insights
about the evolution of the future as well as
humanity. Dr. Connie enjoys life with her
amazing husband, daughter, son, two
miniature Dachshunds and big extended
family! Connect with Dr. Connie on social
media (@AskDrConnie) and through her
website: AskDrConnie.com

Dr. Deb Weitzenkamp

Dr. Deb is a lifelong learner and #innovator at heart. These characteristics are
what drive her to create learning experiences in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math (STEM) which help youth develop life skills. Dr. Deb serves as an
Extension Educator with the University of
Nebraska. Her passion is helping youth
realize their own potential so that they too can
be who they want to be and live where they
want to live! When Dr. Deb isn’t with the youth
she works with, she enjoys time with her
husband, daughter and in-son, son and
in-daughter, and looks forward to becoming
a grandmother this summer!
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